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B. dense-mode
C. group-management
D. protocol-independent

Answer: B
QUESTION: 53
Routing protocols such as RIPv2 and OSPF use multicast addresses in the
__________.
A.
B.
C.
D.

global scope
local scope
autonomous scope
administrative scope

Answer: B
QUESTION: 54
Which address is valid for IP multicast?
A.
B.
C.
D.

198.54.19.4
229.17.83.9
241.16.17.2
220.18.34.5

Answer: B
QUESTION: 55
A router that does not support IP multicast receives a multicast transmission. The
router handles the traffic as if it were a _____________.
A.
B.
C.
D.

unicast
broadcast
packet error
router error

Answer: B
QUESTION: 56
A ProCurve 5308xl switch acts as the IGMP Querier for three networks. During a
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multimedia transmission, the switch sends General Queries to all three networks.
After the transmission ends, no multicast traffic is present on the networks. What
will the switch do?
A.
B.
C.
D.

stop sending queries until it detects a new multicast stream
send queries only to networks that include other IGMP routers
send queries directly to identified IGMP hosts
continue sending periodic queries to all networks

Answer: D
QUESTION: 57
During a multicast transmission, a PIM-Dense router receives Leave Group
messages from all downstream IGMP hosts that had requested the transmission. The
router sends a PIM Prune message upstream and _____________.
A. queries PIM neighbors to determine if it should keep the multicast group's S,G
pair in its PIM table
B. immediately drops the multicast group's S,G pair from its PIM table
C. maintains the multicast group's S,G pair in its PIM table as long as the stream is
being transmitted
D. drops the multicast group's S,G pair from its PIM table after the Holdtime
expires

Answer: C
QUESTION: 58
Why does an IGMP host transmit a Host Membership Report? Select TWO.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

to respond to a query
to initiate a group
to identify the Querier
to join a group
to leave a group

Answer: A, D
QUESTION: 59
Analysis of an IGMP Host Membership Report shows that it contains a list of host
addresses. What is the content of the list?
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A.
B.
C.
D.

all PIM-enabled routers between the host and the multicast source
the sources from which the host will accept multicasts
all known members of the multicast group on the host's own network
all known sources of multicast traffic for the specified group

Answer: B
QUESTION: 60
When does a PIM-enabled router add an S,G pair to its PIM routing table?
A.
B.
C.
D.

when it receives a PIM Graft message
when it receives a multicast transmission
when it receives a multicast advertisement
when it receives a Hello message from a neighbor

Answer: B
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